How can we receive a group arriving by coach ?
Only half of the apartments belong to our company in Szentkiralyi utca 5.
There are families, a travel agency, dentist’s etc. If we know / many people / for example a
group is coming by coach we request the following.
The coach/bus/ will stop just 2 buildings before the corner of Rakoczi ut and Szentkiralyi utca
in front of Slovak Cultural centre VIII. Rákóczi út 15. not to drive in our street, because later
it is too narrow and the coach will stick in at a corner.
The organizer is requested to send us the guest list according to the apartments prior arrival:
name, surname, birth place and date, passport/ identity card number and permanent address
according to the apartment : Szk 2, Szk 4 Szk 6 etc.
The leader of the group is requested to call us very briefly, when the coach has passed the
border of Budapest or 20 min. before arriving to Szentkirályi utca .
We kindly ask the leader of the group to form small groups according to the apartments
already on the bus on way to Budapest.
We will escort always one group to one apartment starting from the ground floor, then the next
one.
We cannot let all the 40-50 people into the house at once, there is simply not so much space in
the gate way.
The members of the group together with the leader are requested to gather in front of the
house outside on the pavement on the street always before they are going somewhere for a
program, sightseeing, meal etc..
This is a very small house, the court yard is small and closed. Every single sound goes around
and can disturb both the people living in the apartments and even our own guests.
We kindly ask your group to be quiet in the stair case, court yard and on the hanging
corridors. The students can gather in the apartments # 2, #6,#7, #11, because they have a
larger hall. They can talk to each other there without an problem.
On the last morning we ask the group the leave the house in the same way according to the
apartments , first from ground floor and then from the higher floors.
In Budapest like in every bigger city pick pockets are active. They prefer groups as target.
Our advise is to keep personal documents, credit card and money in an inner pocket (jacket or
trousers) never in a back pack or woman's bag .
To save time at registration upon arrival, we ask the group organizer to make a list of the
group members with following data
name, surname, birth place and date, permanent address , passport or ID number
I wish your group a nice stay with lots of sunshine in Budapest.

